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Why Use Incentive Services?

Creating and managing an effective incentive program is both an
art and a science. A strategic, data-driven approach helps you
align the incentive program’s goals with your sales and marketing
initiatives. Creative touches tap into human emotion, making the
program engaging and motivating. Along the same lines, the most
successful incentive programs marry the science of advanced
incentive technology with the human touch of incentive services
and expertise.
This guide focuses on the incentive services that can expand,
enhance, and scale your incentive program, making it a long-term
tool for continuous growth.
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Goal Setting
Every incentive plan begins with an overarching goal. Increasing
customer loyalty or customer retention, increasing sales,
connecting and building relationships with channel partners—
these are all examples of common incentive program goals. But
none of these goals are sufficient without some deeper digging.
Your incentive program goals should be highly specific, datadriven, measurable, and realistic. To fully develop such goals,
you should gather input from multiple sources. Take things like your
company size, market position, and maturity into consideration.
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Ask questions such as:
check-circle

Are we an established leader in our industry who needs to focus on
increasing customer retention and lowering customer attrition?

check-circle

Do we need to spread awareness and education about a new
product line?

check-circle

Do we need to increase sales of high-margin products or services?

check-circle

Are up-and-coming competitors chipping at our market share with
niche offerings?

check-circle

Is there an important, new initiative we need to get off the ground?

check-circle

Do we need a short-term sales boost or a long-term plan for
incremental sales increase?

An incentive plan can help with all
these things. When you’ve chosen a
specific goal, set target numbers to hit
within a specified time frame. Be as
exact as possible!
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Key Performance Indicator
(KPI)s Selection
Once you have a specific incentive program goal, you
should identify the key performance indicators (KPIs)
that measure your goal progress. KPIs are typically
divided into leading and lagging indicators. Leading
indicators predict your outcome, while lagging indicators
prove what you’ve accomplished.

Leadings Indicators

Lagging Indicators

Email Marketing
Performance
• Open rates.
• Click through rates.
• Bounce rates.

Onboarding
• Percentage of target
audience enrolled.
• Average time to enrollment.

Growth
• Overall sales increase.
• Sales increase for
specific product.
• Average order size.
Average order frequency.
• Overall ROI.

Retention
Engagement
• Number of log-ins.
• Number of points assigned.
• Percentage of points
redeemed.
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• Participant retention rate.
• Performance on
satisfaction surveys.
• Number of referrals.

There are two main reasons to track both KPI types:

flag
lightbulb

If leading indicators raise red flags, you can intervene
quickly and improve your approach. Maybe you
promoted the program with a theme that didn’t resonate
and you need to retool your message.

If leading indicators were positive but you didn’t achieve
your goal, it suggests some other factor hindered your
program’s success. Maybe your goal was unrealistic.
Maybe it wasn’t the right time. Use what you learned
from KPIs to improve the program.

Expert incentive consultation
services can help you pinpoint
KPIs to make sure you’re
looking at the right data and
presenting it in the best way.
This way, even if the program
doesn’t achieve its goals, you
still gain insights from the
results. These insights can
help you develop informed
sales and marketing strategies
in the future.

Proposal
Kit
Why Company
Use Incentive
Services?
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Benchmark Comparison
One of the services an incentive program provider should
offer you is benchmark data. Benchmarks measure how
your incentive program metrics stack up against the metrics
of similar, healthy incentive programs that achieved their
goals.

It takes participants an average time of 128 days to join a
closed-enrollment incentive program.
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Some examples of benchmark data include:
mouse-pointer Open and click-through rates for program-related
emails.

user-plus Percentage of invited participants enrolled.
envelope-open-text Percentage of invited and enrolled participants with
activated accounts.

trophy Reward redemption rates.

running Percentage of participants who are active and
engaged.

An incentive company
should have plenty of
experience working with
companies like yours
to create successful
incentive programs.
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Structuring
Different tools, timelines, and reward strategies should
be implemented depending on your incentive program’s
goals. Questions to answer when planning an incentive
program’s structure:

users cogs trophy
Who is the main
audience whose
behaviors you
want to influence
or change?

Which tools
and technology
will help you
accomplish your
goals?

Which rewards
will best capture
attention and
sway habits?

dolly
How should
rewards be
distributed?

Which actions
should be
rewarded?

These are all questions that can and should be answered as
part of your incentive program provider’s implementation
and onboarding service.
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Reward
Fulfillment
The last thing you want is to invest time and money into
an incentive program designed to motivate and engage,
only for it to be a source of negative brand association.
That’s why reward fulfillment is one of the most important
incentive services, especially for incentive programs
with large participant bases. No matter how well you
plan or structure your incentive program, no matter how
advanced or efficient your technology is, a bad reward
experience can compromise the program.
There are two main benefits of utilizing reward fulfillment
services in your incentive strategy:

Reward Delivery Speed

Studies have shown that speed of
delivery can determine how effective a
reward is. On top of that, expectations
have changed regarding shipping times.
Outsourcing reward fulfillment services
saves you the risk of delayed reward
arrivals, and ensures that you have a fulltime, dedicated support team available to
field any issues with reward redemption
or delivery.
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Vendor Relationships
Some incentive program providers, like
Incentive Solutions, have direct relationships
with reward vendor’s. That means that
your participants have access to the latest
items in that vendors catalog, as well as
any discounts the vendor might be offering.
A changing selection of discounted items
is a great way to keep up engagement and
interest in your incentive program.

Offloading reward
fulfillment can save
you the time and effort,
making your incentive
program more reliable
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Participant
Support

With every piece of business technology comes the potential
for problems that need troubleshooting. Ideally, an incentive
software provider should offer participant support services
along with their technology.
Rather than dedicating your own staff to helping participants
who have lost program login info, have forgotten the program
website link, or have questions about their account, you can
rely on specially-trained participant support experts. You may
even have the option of providing the participant support
team with scripted responses, so you’re not losing time or
resources but still have complete control over participants’
experience with your brand.
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In-House Software Development,
Programming, and Security
Many incentive companies offer third-party technology as the basis
of their incentive platform. This could mean that they don’t have
complete control over how and when the software is updated, how
secure your data is, how expandable the technology is, or how well
it can adapt to your future needs.
Companies like Incentive Solutions have in-house IT teams,
meaning their incentive technology is proprietary and totally in their
control. The main benefits of in-house incentive technology include:

unlock-alt

The company can quickly update their software to stay in compliance with
data security or storage policy updates (such as the 2016 GDPR changes).

sync-alt

Any improvements or updates made to the software can be instantly
implemented on all clients’ programs.

laptop-code

You can request custom incentive program coding and configuration.

plug

The incentive software can be integrated either with your existing thirdparty business solutions, or your organization’s proprietary software.

An incentive technology provider with in-house developers has an
advantage over other incentive companies in terms of controlling,
updating, and securing data. There’s also the potential for you to
make tweaks and expansions to the program’s coding that will offer
you unique advantages and opportunities.
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Marketing/Communication Plans
and Creative Services
A great marketing strategy can take an incentive program from
“effective” to “absolutely brilliant.” One of the best things about
incentive marketing is that it can be much more engaging and
successful than standard marketing. It makes sense, after all, that
people are more interested in messaging tied to reward-earning
opportunities. This case study showed that one manufacturer’s
program-related email open rates were 268% higher than industry
averages and email click-through rates were 780% higher.
If your internal marketers don’t have much experience with
incentive programs, or you can’t pull them away from their current
projects, it may be in your best interest to outsource incentive
program marketing. Incentive experts can help you accomplish
achieve the following with your incentive marketing:

Create a comprehensive incentive marketing plan designed to
increase program awareness, encourage enrollment and account
activation, stimulate reward redemptions, and boost participation
rates.

Execute multichannel communication plans, including call
campaigns, email, push notifications, texts, physical mailers, and
announcements on the program website. As Heinz Marketing
estimates, companies using and integrating all communication
channels are twice as successful as those who use fewer channels.
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Enhance incentive email marketing with features and services
such as professionally-designed templates, scheduling, triggering
and automation, and a drag & drop editor.

Schedule or automate emails, social media posts, and texts that
engage and guide your participants through their incentive program
experience. For instance, participants could receive enrollment
auto-replies or regularly scheduled updates on their account’s
reward balance.

Segment your incentive program audience based on different
identifiers such as channel partner types, regions, departments,
organizations, or sales promotion qualifications. This allows you to
send communications on a mass, automated scale, but keep them
relevant and personalized to individuals in your incentive program.

You should be able to trust your provider’s incentive services
to accurately represent your brand in your incentive program
marketing. Expert incentive planners will marry your brand
messaging to their specialized experience in creating successful
incentive marketing campaigns.
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Diverse, Agnostic Reward
Solutions
Your incentive program should be structured to achieve your
organization’s specific sales or marketing goal. An incentive
provider who’s invested in your goals will offer you “agnostic”
reward services—i.e. a selection of reward options and expert input
on which ones are best suited to your goals.
Here are the biggest advantages and differences between each
reward type:

Merchandise or online rewards are
usually offered via an online catalog.
Incentive program participants can redeem
reward points for items such as electronics,
home goods, movies, video games, even
event tickets and travel packages.
Participants gradually gather reward points
over time, in small and large quantities,
based on varying behaviors. This makes
reward point programs ideal for long-term
incentive plans.
Additionally, an extensive rewards catalog
serves large or diverse participant bases
well.
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Debit and gift cards are cash-like in their
versatility and participants tend to use them
quickly. Because of this, debit and gift cards
make ideal short-term sales performance
funds (SPIFFs).
Debit cards in particular have additional
advantages: the ability to choose between
pre-paid cards, reloadable cards, or virtual
cards. This gives you more control over
how many debit cards you distribute and
their funding amounts. If you have an
international participant base, virtual debit
cards allow participants to spend their funds
in local online stores, eliminating overseas
shipping risks and wait times.

Group travel rewards require a larger
investment of time and money than other
rewards. The payoff is that group travel has
a much bigger and longer-lasting impact.
According to U.S. Travel Association study,
every dollar invested in incentive travel
yields $2.90 in profit.
Group travel rewards are best reserved for
your VIP channel partners or customers,
or your highest-performing salespeople.
These individuals have proven themselves
vital to your business’s success. A group
incentive trip helps you build long-term,
positive relationships with them.
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Incentive Travel Services
Incentive trips and corporate events tend to have strong,
lasting return on investment (ROI). They offer unique
chances to forge long-term memories and affinity
between you and your attendees. Also, psychological
studies show that taking a break from routine settings
can increase creativity and productivity while reducing
stress.
If your incentive program provider offers incentive travel
services, you can use them to greatly enhance your
group trip or corporate event with the following benefits:

map-marked-alt
Free site selection
of the best-fitting
destination and/or
accommodations.

file-contract

suitcase

Contract
negotiation
to help you avoid
unexpected
expenses or stress
from clauses and
policies.

All-inclusive deals
and discounts
All-inclusive
deals exclusive to
companies who
specialize in group
trip management.
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user-plus

calendar-plus

Event registration
management
to schedule,
automate, and
streamline the
registration and
booking processes.

Event management
services
Event management
services like meal
provisions, theming,
team activities, audio/
visual set-up, and
more.

chart-bar
Reports and
analytics
that help you assess
ROI after the trip or
event.

Expert incentive consultation services can help
you pinpoint KPIs to make sure you’re looking at
the right data and presenting it in the best way.
This way, even if the program doesn’t achieve its
goals, you still gain insights from the results. These
insights can help you develop informed sales and
marketing strategies in the future.
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ROI & Gap Analysis
ROI or gap analysis is one of the most important
services your incentive program provider should offer.
You should be able to reliably measuring the success
of your incentive program, and analyze any “gaps”
between your goal and actual results. With expert ROI
services at your disposal, you can speak with authority
and data when reporting to decision-makers and
stakeholders.
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Some questions ROI consultation can help you
answer:
Which KPIs proved to be less accurate or relevant?
Can extra benefits be attributed to the program, such as
a general sales lift, an increase in web traffic, or more
customer and sales data?
Which KPIs were the most reliable indicators of the
program’s success?
How responsive was the program audience to incentive
marketing strategies?
Which tools, features, or strategies were most crucial to the
program’s success?
Which strategies or tools are most likely to help the
program scale or expand to be more successful?

ROI
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Just as incentive services can
help you establish proper goals
and structure, they can help you
present the program’s benefits
and ROI. Great ROI and gap
analysis means that no incentive
program is a complete failure—
there’s always something to learn
from programs, even when they
don’t reach their goals.

In the end, it’s all about
harmony.
The best incentive programs combine specialized incentive
services and expertise with industry or organization-specific
knowledge. The relationship between program provider and
client should be one that forges trust with knowledge, art with
science, technology with a human touch. Any of your competitors
can use the same incentive technology as you, but it’s through
trusted collaboration and unique solutions that competitive
differentiation is strongest.
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www.incentivesolutions.com
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